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KUWAIT: New technologies mean new economies,
new ways of doing business and new roles attract-
ing people with new skill sets. More and more peo-
ple are attracted to job opportunities arising from
technology breakthroughs in innovation compa-
nies and fast-growth sectors across the industry
spectrum. Yet, it is not the lure of glamorous new
roles in exciting companies that is whetting profes-
sional appetites for career change. The prospect of
doing something you love in an environment that
caters to your needs and wants, and the promise of
more career fulfillment, flexibility, growth and
autonomy are also among the top triggers for
wanting a career change.  Fortunately, it has never
been easier or more common and acceptable to
throw in the towel on an old career path and
embrace a new one. 

Here, the career experts at Bayt.com, the Middle
East’s leading job site, give you some tips to help
you make a successful mid-career transition:

1. Decide what you truly want in life 
Interestingly, while some professionals have a

very clear sense of purpose and knowledge of
where their passions and interests lie, others may
still be soul searching. This is the time to really ask
yourself what your life objectives are, what moti-
vates you and makes you happy and what you
imagine yourself doing for the foreseeable future
that would fulfill you, excite you and agree with
your values and life priorities. In the Middle East for
example, five in 10 professionals want to work for a
company where they feel their work is part of a
greater purpose, as revealed in the Bayt.com ‘What
Makes a Company an Attractive Place to Work?’
poll, February 2014. 

2. Align your skills to your goals 
Once you are clear on a path you wish to take,

it’s time to brush up on the skills you need to excel
in the new role. Remember, you bring to the table
a slew of transferable skills and today’s workplace
is all about self-learning. The Bayt.com ‘Learning in
the Workplace in the MENA poll’, March 2015,
shows that 97% of professionals in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region are very dedicated
to lifelong learning. Tools such as the Bayt.com
Career Map can help you find out the skills that are
higher in demand by employers, and those that
can help you stay competitive in the job market.
Bayt.com Courses will help you learn all the skills
you need to be able to excel and stand out in
today’s job market. Go to the Bayt.com Learning
platform now and start your own personalized
learning journey. 

3. Leave no stone unturned 
Life is rife with opportunities, as long as you’re

present in the right places. In order to ensure that
chances don’t simple pass you by, be sure to make
full use of the latest online technologies. First and
foremost, you must apply for jobs strategically and
not at random (have a look at the thousands of
jobs available on Bayt.com every day!).  Secondly,
enhance your job application and expose your
professional brand to the right audience by get-
ting a public profile which will help you become
instantly searchable on key search engines, such as
Google. Thirdly, join and become a part of indus-
try-related discussions on professional networking
platforms, such as Bayt.com Specialties, where you
can establish your expertise and network with
peers and employers. 

4. Network like it’s a science 
One of the most vital elements to accelerate

your career change is networking vigorously.
Networking in this sense does not imply a simple
exchange of information and contact details; it
means meeting the right people at the right time
and developing mutually-beneficial relationships
over a period of time. Fortunately, there are
numerous physical and virtual avenues through
which professionals can network and engage in
this day and age. The most common methods to
network are through career fairs and industry fairs,
conferences and exhibitions, and online network-
ing platforms, such as Bayt.com Specialties.
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CURRENCY BUY SELL
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Japanese Yen 2.825
Indian Rupees 4.513
Pakistani Rupees 2.885
Srilankan Rupees 2.051
Nepali Rupees 2.826
Singapore Dollar 222.820
Hongkong Dollar 38.900
Bangladesh Taka 3.852
Philippine Peso 6.540
Thai Baht 8.553

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.616
Qatari Riyal 83.042
ani Riyal 785.213
Bahraini Dinar 802.840
UAE Dirham 82.307

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 31.900
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.416
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.214
Tunisian Dinar 143.200
Jordanian Dinar 425.890
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.014
Syrian Lira 2.154
Morocco Dirham 31.805

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 302.150
Euro 344.450
Sterling Pound 436.610

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 46.400
Thai Bhat 9.545
Turkish Lira 104.330

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.431464 0.441464
Czech Korune 0.004674 0.016674
Danish Krone 0.042045 0.047045
Euro 0.0337538 0.0346538
Norwegian Krone 0.032900 0.038100
Romanian Leu 0.075871 0.075871
Slovakia 0.008995 0.018995
Swedish Krona 0.033074 0.038074
Swiss Franc 0.304581 0.315581
Turkish Lira 0.098508 0.108808

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.216219 0.228219
New Zealand Dollar 0.202875 0.212375

America
Canadian Dollar 0.2230251 0.239251
US Dollars 0.298050 0.302750
US Dollars Mint 0.298550 0.302750

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003404 0.003988
Chinese Yuan 0.044523 0.0478023
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036809 0.039559
Indian Rupee 0.004192 0.004602

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002721 0.002901
Kenyan Shilling 0.002979 0.002979
Korean Won 0.000249 0.000264
Malaysian Ringgit 0.070066 0.076066
Nepalese Rupee 0.002879 0.003049
Pakistan Rupee 0.002709 0.002999
Philippine Peso 0.006387 0.006687
Sierra Leone 0.000073 0.000079
Singapore Dollar 0.217112 0.227112
South African Rand 0.014171 0.022671
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001669 0.002249
Taiwan 0.009233 0.009413
Thai Baht 0.008206 0.008756

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.794890 0.803390
Egyptian Pound 0.027923 0.033041
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000190 0.000250
Jordanian Dinar 0.422155 0.431155
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000150 0.000250
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020069 0.044069
Nigerian Naira 0.001245 0.001880
Omani Riyal 0.778385 0.784065
Qatar Riyal 0.082182 0.083632
Saudi Riyal 0.079487 0.080787
Syrian Pound 0.001280 0.001500
Tunisian Dinar 0.139062 0.147062
Turkish Lira 0.098508 0.108808
UAE Dirhams 0.080839 0.082539
Yemeni Riyal 0.001365 0.001445

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 302.100
Canadian Dollar 237.455
Sterling Pound 437.090
Euro 342.185
Swiss Frank 292.455
Bahrain Dinar 799.210
UAE Dirhams 82.490
Qatari Riyals 83.705
Saudi Riyals 81.240
Jordanian Dinar 425.565
Egyptian Pound 33.923
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.084
Indian Rupees 4.4519
Pakistani Rupees 2.894
Bangladesh Taka 3.844
Philippines Pesso 6.551
Cyprus pound 575.400
Japanese Yen 3.815
Syrian Pound 2.370
Nepalese Rupees 3.815
Malaysian Ringgit 74.980

Canadian dollar 234.040
Turkish lira 104.730
Swiss Franc 310.850
Australian Dollar 222.680
US Dollar Buying 300.950

GOLD
20 Gram 250.790
10 Gram 128.310
5 Gram 65.000

Bahrain Exchange Company

JOHANNESBURG: Mozambique, one of the world’s poor-
est countries, paid $35 million in up-front “arrangement
fees” for a $500 million loan organized by Russia’s VTB
Bank, according to loan related documents reviewed by
Reuters. In percentage terms - seven percent - the fees are
several times what some bankers say is typically paid on
such deals.

The loan was made in 2014 to state -owned
Mozambique Asset Management (MAM), which was set up
to oversee construction of shipyards in the capital,
Maputo, and the northern town of Pemba. MAM missed a
$178 million repayment due on May 23, putting the gov-
ernment on track for default if it fails to honor a state
guarantee or renegotiate the debt with creditors. The
MAM debt is part of $2 billion that Mozambique has bor-
rowed through bonds and loans since 2013 in deals that
were not reported to parliament. Mozambique law
requires parliament to authorise such borrowing.

The full extent of Mozambique’s borrowing emerged in
April when the government informed the International
Monetary Fund about the previously undisclosed loans. As
a consequence of the disclosure, the IMF suspended aid to
Mozambique. Parliament authorized a commission of
inquiry into the borrowing this week after a two-day
emergency debate on the issue, according to state media.
So far, there has been no official apportionment of blame.

In a BBC radio interview last month, International
Monetary Fund Managing Director Christine Lagarde said
the lack of transparency by the Mozambique government
in its borrowing was “clearly concealing corruption”. She
did not elaborate. The arrangement fees charged to MAM
under the terms of the VTB loan amount to 7 percent of
the sum borrowed, according to the loan document and a
Nov. 13, 2015 letter from VTB’s investment arm, VTB
Capital, to the Maputo office of audit firm Ernst and Young.
It was unclear what, if any, role EY played. EY in Maputo
declined to comment for this article.

Three Johannesburg-based bankers with experience of
arranging African sovereign debt deals told Reuters the
charges were excessive, with 1 percent being the industry
norm.

“If it’s a really complicated credit, you might push it up
to 2 percent,” said one of the bankers, who did not wish to
be named because of the commercial sensitivity of invest-
ment banking fees.

In response to questions from Reuters, VTB said the
terms of the six-year loan had stipulated annual interest of
8.87 percent over the floating London Interbank Offered
Rate (LIBOR). This was in line with other bilateral financing
deals in sub-Saharan Africa and an $850 million, 10-year
Eurobond issued by Mozambique state tuna firm Ematum
in 2013, VTB said.

VTB said the arrangement fees, charged to MAM and
set out in the loan document and VTB’s letter to EY, includ-
ed interest charges that Mozambique agreed to pay up
front. The Johannesburg-based bankers said that immedi-
ately paying back interest on a loan out of the proceeds of
the loan itself was an unconventional financing structure.
They said that typically interest and capital are paid back
at intervals over the duration of a loan, but not at the out-
set.

The letter from VTB Capital to EY confirmed disburse-
ment to MAM of $435 million on May 23, 2014 with an
“Arrangement Fee” of $28,457,943.93. A follow-up pay-

ment on June 11 of $100 million had an accompanying
charge of $6,542,056.07, it said. Mozambique Finance
Ministry spokesman Rogerio Nkomo said he was unaware
of the details of the fees. Attempts to contact MAM were
unsuccessful. Requests by Reuters for comment emailed
to the Maputo office of EY were not answered and tele-
phone calls were not returned.

Neither the loan contract nor the EY letter detailed
whether all of the fees went to VTB or whether they were
split with other intermediaries.

DONOR ANGER
Only in April did the government acknowledge the exis-

tence of two loans - the one arranged by VTB and a $622
million loan taken out by Mozambique state-owned securi-
ty firm Proindicus.

Together, these loans have pushed the former
Portuguese colony’s total foreign debt to 80 percent of GDP.
Public anger at the government’s racking up of dollar debt
equal to $400 per capita - a sum only slightly less than the
average Mozambican’s annual income - is rising. The IMF
and donors, who normally account for 40 percent of
Mozambique’s budget, have suspended aid to Maputo,

annoyed at being kept in the dark over the $2 billion in bor-
rowing. Mozambique’s sovereign credit ratings are now
deep in “junk” territory. Fitch has downgraded
Mozambique’s credit rating to CC from CCC, indicating that
“a default of some kind appears probable”.

The government and creditors have been in talks to try
to reach a repayment solution. Mozambique sent a delega-
tion to Moscow to meet senior VTB management at the end
of May, one VTB official said. Neither side has given details
of the outcome. —Reuters
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CAIRO: Egypt will end local wheat buying
on Wednesday, earlier than usual, due to
exceeding its target of 4 million tonnes,
the supplies ministry said yesterday.

“Supplies Minister Khaled Hanafi
pointed out that the door for receiving
local wheat from farmers will close at the
end of Wednesday due to lowering local
procurement rates,” the ministry said in a
statement. Egypt, the world’s biggest
wheat importer, has bought 4.8 million
tons of domestic wheat since the start of
the season on April 15. Egypt’s wheat har-
vest begins in April and normally runs
through July.

Last year, the government said it

bought a record 5.3 million tons of the
grain, up from 3.7 million the year before.
The ministry said yesterday it had spent
14.5 billion Egyptian pounds ($1.6 billion)
this year as part of a subsidy for farmers,
who are being paid a fixed price of 420
Egyptian pounds ($47.30) per ardeb (150
kg) of wheat after Egypt abandoned
plans to pay farmers global market rates
this year.

The higher fixed price, well above
global rates, is meant to encourage farm-
ers to grow wheat but has led to smug-
gling involving the sale of cheaper
imported wheat to the government false-
ly labelled as Egyptian. —Reuters

MOSCOW: Russia’s central bank cut its key
interest rate by half a percentage point Friday,
the first reduction in nearly a year on the back
of fading inflation fears and a recovery by the
ruble thanks to a bounce in oil. “The Bank of
Russia Board of Directors decided to reduce
the key rate from 11.00 to 10.50 percent,” the
bank said in a statement. 

“The Board of Directors notes the positive
trends of more stable inflation, decreased
inflation expectations and inflation risks
against the backdrop of imminent growth
recovery in the economy.”

Russia is desperate to breathe life into its
energy-driven economy, which is mired in a
recession caused mainly by the drop in oil
prices and Western sanctions imposed over
Moscow’s meddling in Ukraine. 

The ruble has risen some 25 percent since
January as the price of oil has nearly doubled
after hitting its lowest point in over a decade.

Inflation has now also steadied at around
7.3 percent, according to the central bank, its
lowest level since 2014.The bank said that it
was now marking down its inflation forecast
for the end of 2016 to between five and six
percent and said inflation would hit its long-
term target of four percent by the end of
2017.

“The evolution is positive and we are more
confident in the fact that we are going to
achieve our inflation target,” central bank chief
Elvira Nabiullina said. 

The rise in the national currency and stabi-

lization of inflation had ramped up pressure
on the bank to cut its rate for the first time
since late July 2015.

A slump in oil prices from their 2014 peaks
and worries over inflation spelt the end of a
series of rate reductions at the time as
Moscow cut back following a monster rate rise
in December 2014 aimed at stemming a dra-
matic ruble drop.

‘Close one’ 
In its statement announcing Friday’s reduc-

tion, the bank pledged it would also look to
further cut back the key lending rate in the
future.  “The Bank of Russia will consider the
possibility of a further rate cut based on esti-
mates for inflation risks and alignment of infla-
tion decline with the forecast trajectory,” the
statement said.

The ruble weakened slightly Friday against
the dollar to around 64.8 and to around 73.2
against the euro. Central bank head Nabiullina
said that it had improved its forecast for the
Russian economy overall this year to predict a
contraction of between just 0.3 and 0.7 per-
cent.  

The International Monetary Fund predict-
ed last month that Russia’s economy will con-
tract by some 1.5 percent this year before
growing by 1 percent in 2017. 

Russia is gearing up for parliamentary elec-
tions in September that will test how resilient
support for the authorities is in the face of
growing economic woes. —AFP

SAN JUAN:  The US Geological Survey said Friday
it can no longer monitor water resources in Puerto
Rico because the territory’s government owes it
$2 million amid a worsening economic crisis.

The agency said it expects to stop operating
up to 177 hydrologic stations by July 1. That
would affect the ability to issue flood warnings
and as well as the monitoring of water quality,
aquifer levels and drinking water supplies. The sta-
tions also are used for environmental research and
provide data for water use, flood planning and cli-
mate change.

“It’s a serious problem,” Rafael Rodriguez,
director of the USGS Caribbean-Florida Water

Science Center, said in a phone interview. “The
water quality network is being eliminated in its
entirety.”

Puerto Rico’s Environmental Quality Board
and 12 other local agencies are required by law
to pay USGS 65 percent of the cost of operating
the stations. However, the agencies have accu-
mulated $2 million in debt in the past year,
Rodriguez said. He said the USGS has offered
local officials a payment plan and proposals to
lower the agencies’ yearly contributions, but offi-
cials have not responded. A spokesperson for the
Environmental Quality Board could not be
immediately reached for comment. —AP
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